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Introduction

Music listening with a cochlear implant (CI) is challenging due to the poor
representation of fine structure information [1]. Therefore, extensive research
has been initiated in the quest for improved music perception with a CI [2]. To
measure music discrimination abilities of CI users, objective and feasible music
tests are in demand [3]. The purpose of this study was to design and test a novel
musical MMN-paradigm for use in future CI research.
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Methods

The CI MuMuFe MMN-paradigm is adapted from the musical multifeature paradigm
developed by Vuust et al. [4]. It integrates a new approach introduced by
Kliuchko et al. [3] in which no standard stimuli are presented. Deviants in pitch,
timbre, intensity and rhythm are embedded in an Alberti bass pattern and
presented randomly at four levels of magnitude: small (S), medium (M), large (L)
and extra large (XL) (figure 1).
The novelty of the paradigm is a significantly reduced duration and potentially
more precise estimation of the participants’ discrimination thresholds as
compared to previous MMN paradigms used in CI research.
Participants
Fourteen older adults with normal hearing (NH) (Mage: 63.4 y) were recruited for
reference and validation of the paradigm. In addition, 11 experienced (Mage: 60.7
y) and 9 recently implanted CI users (Mage: 59.9 y) were included.
Behavioural test
Tests included a 3-AFC test, testing behavioural discrimination of the same music
features and levels of magnitude as presented in the MMN-paradigm.

Figure 2. MMN difference waves for all four deviants across levels in the Older adult (left) and CI groups (right). Statistics
on Fz mean amplitudes, rereferenced to all channels, in 30 ms time window centered on peak latencies.

Figure 3. Average MMN difference waves across deviants as a function of deviation magnitude levels in the Older adult and CI groups.
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Figure 4. Violin plots showing behavioural hit rates for the four deviants. Dotted lines: chance level. Solid lines: mean % correct.

Discussion

Results

The CI MuMuFe paradigm elicited significant MMN responses to all deviants in
both experimental groups across levels (F(2.2,45.2)=18.46, p<10-6). MMN
amplitudes of CI users were non-significantly smaller than those of the NH group.
In the NH group, MMN amplitudes displayed a significant difference between all
deviants, except for pitch and timbre. In CI-users, MMN amplitudes did not differ
significantly between any of the deviants (figure2).
We found a significant main effect of level (F(3,63)=18.46, p<10-4). Interactions
Level*Group (p=.040) and Feature*Level*Group (p=.026) indicate between-group
differences in MMN amplitudes to the deviant levels of each feature (figure 3).
The NH group elicited significantly larger MMN amplitude for the XL level of the
pitch deviant compared to L, M and S levels. CI-users showed no discrimination
between any pitch levels in terms of MMN amplitude.
In the behavioural test, CI-users scored significantly below the NH group in
discrimination of intensity (p=.003), pitch (p<.0001) and timbre (p=.008). For
rhythm, the two groups had comparable results (p=.614). Hit rates corresponded
well with levels of magnitude (NH. p<10-6; CI p=.001) (figure 4).

The study’s main finding is that the new MMN paradigm elicited significant
responses to all four deviants in both groups. Furthermore, and most pronounced in
the NH group, there was a strong correspondence between MMN amplitudes and
deviation magnitude.
Despite a trend towards smaller amplitudes and in contrast to previous reports, the
overall MMN responses of the CI-users are not significantly different from those of
the NH listeners. The findings, however, confirm that while rhythm is perceived
quite accurately through a CI, detection of deviations in pitch is possible but
undifferentiated.
Unsurprisingly, NH listeners produce behavioral scores that are significantly higher
than those of the CI-users. CI-users score above chance and generally in accordance
with levels of deviation, thus generally reflecting the MMN responses.
To sum up, our results suggest that the CI Mumufe paradigm works according to our
hypothesis. The result is encouraging and indicates that despite a high complexity,
the CI Mumufe MMN paradigm is both accurate and feasible as an objective
measure of auditory discrimination in CI users. However, more participants and
more analyses are needed to make firm conclusions.

Single subject analysis. As a preliminary finding, we report MMN responses from a single CI user recorded shortly after implantation and after three months of experience. As illustrated in the plots, the analyses provide strong
indications of both the plastic changes involved in the CI adaptation process and the usefulness of the paradigm. With clinical application in mind, this is an important perspective since it suggests potential use of the MMN
paradigm for objective prognostication and assessment of CI functioning in individual CI patients. The analyses have been performed by use of a novel methodology based on Spike Component Analysis (SCA)[6]
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Figure 5. MMN responses to four deviants at four levels of magnitude in a single CI at 0 months and 3 months after implantation. 1. Intensity, 2. Pitch, 3. Rhythm, 4. Timbre. Analyses are based on SCA analysis
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